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ABSTRACT
The class of /r/-sounds is quite

heterogeneous from the acoustic and the
articulatory point of view. Many /r/-
allophones are the result of phonetic
reduction processes. In contemporary
standard German /r/ can be realized as an
apical or uvular trill, a fricative, an
approximant or a vowel. In the experimental
study presented here, two German subjects
were investigated by means of EMA and
spectrography. The results provide
articulatory evidence for the gestural affinity
between the different /r/—allophones.

1. INTRODUCTION
Laterals and /r/-sounds (or so-called

rhotics) have many phonological and
phonetic similarities (cf. [1], [2]) (e.g.
distribution in the syllable, behaviour in
sound change, articulatory, acoustic and
perceptual features) and therefore belong to
the class of liquids. The liquids constitute a
small sound class; but nevertheless, they are
represented in the majority of languages (cf.
[3], [4]). For instance, /r/-sounds can be
found in 76% of the UPSID languages (cf.
[3]: 73). But the subclass of rhotics is
phonetically quite heterogeneous (cf. [5]:
114) and a definition of /r/-sound is not
available. Beside a set of core elements (e.g.
trills. taps and flaps), there are some
fricatives, approximants and vocalized
allophones of M. The reason why there are
so many allophones of /r/ is to be found in
the phonetic nature of the rhotics: some /r/-
sounds, e.g. trills, are quite complex in their
articulation. They are learned relatively lateby children, and their articulation causes
serious problems for many adult speakers
(of. [6]). That is why trills are not very stable

sounds; they are prone to undergo sound
change resulting in different allophones.

In German, e.g., historically there was
(presumably) only an apical-alveolar trill [r]
(cf. [7], [8]); a uvular-postdorsal trill [R]
developed later (cf. [9]) and was considered
to be a sub-standard allophone of /r/ fora
long time (cf. [10]: 51). In contemporary
Standard German there are different
fricatives, approximants and vocalized
forms called /rl—sounds (cf. [11], [12]).
Whereas acoustic analyses of different /r/-
sounds have already been published (cf. [2],
[13]), to our knowledge articulatory studies
are not yet available. One of the few
experimental studies on the production of
/r/-sounds was provided by Recasens ([14]).
He found in an EPG study that "[...] an
alveolar tap and an alveolar trill show
contrasting degrees of resistance to
coarticulation from the adjacent vowels"
([14]: 279). Recasens concluded that taps
and trills are produced by means of two
different gestures.

The aim of this paper is to show that the
different allophones of M in German are
closely related to each other articulatorily.
Our hypothesis was that the constriction
location for a certain class of /r/-sounds, c.3-
uvular MS, is the same, and that the
allophones of that particular class differ only
in the constriction degree. To 81'"
articulatory evidence for the relatedness of
superficially different looking /r/-sounds an
EMA experiment was can'ied out.

2.EXPERIMENT
An experimental investigation was

carried out to examine the articulatory
relatedness of different forms of /r/-
reduction in German.
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2.1. Subjects .

Two German speakers served as subjects.
Subject 1 was a male speaker of standard
German with an uvular variant of /r/.
Subject 2 (the second author) was a female

speaker of standard German but spoke an
apical allophone of /r/ because of her
Bavarian dialectal background.

2.2. Speech material

Test utterances were designed to test
several aspects of /r/ articulation in German:
coarticulatory effects, position dependent
reductions and articulatory similarities
between sounds with a similar place of
articulation. Accordingly, the first part of the
corpus consisted of items including /r/ in
varying vowel contexts, e.g. /bara/, lbar‘il,
lbira/ etc. The effect of syllable position was
tested by means of pairs such as /rup/ vs
lburl, Irip/ vs lbir/ and /rapl vs lbarl. To
compare /r/ with neighbouring sounds, items
like /tap/, /sap/, lpatl, /pasl were tested for
[r]. [R] was compared with lkapl, lpakl,
lxapI, /pax/. Both subjects produced the test
items in the carrier utterance "Ich habe_
erwahnt" ("I mentioned _ "). 50 test
utterances were designed in total. Five
repetitions were run with the test utterances
randomised in all repetitions.

2.3. Method
Electromagnetic articulography (EMA.

AG 100, Carstens Medizinelektronik.
Gottingen, Germany) was used to monitor
tongue movements (cf. [15]). For this
method three transmitter coils (mounted on
a helmet) are used to generate an alternating
magnetic field at three different frequencies.
Five sensor coils, attached to the subjects'
atticulatory organs by means of
Physiological glue, detect the magnetic field
strength which is roughly inversely
Proportional to the cube of the distance
between sensor and transmitter (cf. [16] for
details). The raw distance signals are then
convened to the x-y coordinates in the mid-
Saggital plane. Three coils were mounted on

e mid-saggital line of the tongue from
about one to five cm from the tongue tip
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(coil 1 was placed one cm behind the apex,
coil 2 was attached to the tongue blade and
coil 3 was positioned approximately five cm
from the tongue tip on the tongue dorsum).
To compensate for head movements two
reference coils were attached to the upper
incisors (coil 4) and to the bridge of the nose
(coil 5).

Simultaneously to the EMA recordings,
acoustic recordings were made. Subjects
read the corpus of 50 test utterances five
times to get 250 recordings from each of the
two subjects.

3. RESULTS
In this chapter. due to space limitations.

we will mainly relate to the observed
reductions of uvular /r/.

3.1. Acoustic analyses
The acoustic analyses were run with the

XHADES program on a VAX computer at
the NICI' .

On the whole, it can be said that the
uvular trill was rarely realized by speaker I.

[R] was only produced in initial position or

in initial C—clusters. Most often, /r/ is

reduced to a fricative (see figure I). In final

position after a long stressed vowel, /r/ is

realized as a vowel [B] (see figure 2).

The apical /r/ is initially realised either as

a trill or as an approximant. Apical lr/ is not

pronounced as a fricative because [2]

already has phonological status in German.

In syllable final position, apical /r/ is most

often vocalized or articulated as an

ll.'1
i‘ l[t] ttltl‘lt

_ll__t-_Ja__m__m._ uh.

Figure I. Waveform ofthe test stimulus lrip/

[Kipl
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Figure 2. Waveform ofthe test stimulus lbirl

[biz].

3.2. Articulatory analyses

Articulatory data were rotated in such a

way, that the line from the upper incisors to

the bridge of the nose was parallel to the y-

axis. Due to problems with the hardware,

some recordings were lost or expelled from

the data analyses.

Articulatory analyses of uvular /r/ were

carried out for all repetitions of /bar/, lbirl,

lburl, /rap/, hip! and /rup/. Therefore, steady

states of the movement signals of coil 3
served as the criterion for the target
positions of uvular Irl. As can be seen in
figures 3 and 4, the position of the tongue
dorsum was higher when It! was in initial
position in the vicinity of high vowels (Iu/
and /i/) and lower when /r/ was produced in
final position. No dependency on syllable
position could be observed when /r/ was
adjacent to the low vowel /a/ (see figure 5).

a
v
e

—
—

15X
156
154 . °
152 ‘ o
150 1.13

146 . 0 a
55 so 65 7'0 75

front x back

Figure 3. Plot of the tongue body position
(coil 3) for initial vsfinal uvular Ir/ (V=[u]).
I = syllable initial position, U = syllable
final position.
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f r o n t x b a c it

Figure 4. Plot of the tongue body position

(coil 3) for initial vsfinal uvular /r/ (V=[1]).

0 = syllable initial position, [1 = syllable

finalposition.

15%
156 on
154 . .

152 ’ D

150 _ 1:1

148 .
5 5 6 0 6 5 7 0 75

f t o n t x b a c it

Figure 5. Plot of the tongue body position

(coil 3)for initial vsfinal uvular/r/ (V=lallv

O = syllable initial position, D = syllable

finalposition.

4. DISCUSSION .

The acoustic analyses of the productrons

of uvular /rI revealed several forms. .Of

articulatory reduction. In syllable initial

position, uvular /r/ is often produced as a

post-dorsal fricative. In syllable final
position after a stressed long vowel,
however, uvular /r/ is often vocalized. Thrs

is in accord with previous studies on the

reduction of /r/ (cf. [11]). The articulatory

analyses carried out by means of EM

showed that, in general, the tongue body

position is higher when uvular /r/ is syllable

initial and lower when it is syllable final.

This is true when /i/ or /u/ was the nucleus

of the syllable; when /a/ was the nucleus. the

situation was rather unclear.
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These findings are in accord with the
hypothesis that the different forms of
articulatory reduction for uvular /r/ result
from different degrees of tongue body
constriction in the post-dorsal area. In the
framework of Articulatory Phonology
developed by Browman and Goidstein (cf.
[17]) this can be described in a very simple
way. It seems that the uvular trill and its
forms of reduction (fricative. approximant
and vowel) all belong to the same gestural
family, e.g. a post-dorsal constriction
gesture. The only difference between these
allophones lies in the degree of tongue body
constriction.
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